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ear Mr. Owens, 

  Japan Securities Dealers Association (JSDA) is a hybrid association functioning as a 
self-regulatory organization (SRO) and as a trade association in the Japanese securities 
market.  It was established pursuant to the Financial Instruments and Exchange Act for 
the purpose of ensuring the fair and smooth operation of financial and capital markets, 
protection of investors and healthy development of financial instruments business in 
Japan.  Today JSDA’s members consist of securities firms and other financial 
institutions operating securities businesses in Japan.  The following comments are 
made primarily from the viewpoint of the Japanese securities business about the tax 
re
 

lief system proposed in the report.  

  First of all, we would like to express our sincere respect for the enormous effort  
expended by the OECD on this project since 2007.  Amid the increasing flows of 
international portfolio investments across borders, the OECD has taken on the difficult 
tasks of coordinating the views of industry and of national authorities regarding 
clarification of the principles toward avoiding double taxation and regarding the 
st
 

andardization of practices for collective investment vehicles.  

  In particular, collective investment vehicles such as investment trusts that allow 
diversified investment into foreign securities today play an important role as one of the 
flagship products of Japanese securities industry, providing resident investors with a 
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simpler way to participate in international portfolio investment.  We believe that the 
standardization and rationalization of the tax relief procedures for collective investment 
vehicles will lead to the greater attractiveness of such investment vehicles and further 
e
 
nhancement of the benefits for investors.  

  We would like to point out that, as most of investors in investment trusts domiciled in 
Japan have been traditionally Japanese, in practice, the resident status 
in
 
  We believe that under the new procedure proposed by the OECD, investment trusts 
domiciled in Japan will continue to have Japanese resident status.  Accordingly, we 
presume that the new procedures will not differ materially from the current ones after 
moving to the new system.  However, as some points are still unclear in terms of the 
practical aspects of implementation, we would
o
 
 Furthermore, regarding the enforcement of KYC rules on which the new system is 
based, we would like to point out that securities companies and other financial 
institutions in Japan are required to verify the identification of the investors to prevent 
money laundering pursuant to the "Act on Prevention of Transfer of Crim
S

of such 
vestment trusts has been deemed as Japanese under the current tax treaties.  

 like to seek further clarification and 
utline our requests regarding the new system.  

inal Proceeds".  
ince its inception, the US QI system has operated effectively in Japan.  

 

anese securities companies and other market players 
regarding the tax relief procedures. 

equests for Clarification] 

. Verification of resident status of collective investment vehicles in Japan  

mation basis the resident status of 
vestors or replacing it by a simpler method.  

In any case, we hope that the introduction of the new system will not place an 
excessive operational burden on Jap
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  As most of investors in the investments trusts domiciled in Japan are currently 
Japanese residents, it is highly probable that, under the new system, the said collective 
investment vehicles would be deemed Japanese residents for the purpose of treaty relief 
procedures.  Therefore, we would like to request that such treatment be proactively 
confirmed in the mutual agreements to be concluded with each country.  We would 
also like to ask that a method be prescribed in those mutual agreements for omitting the 
quarterly process of confirming on a pooled infor
in
 
  In cases where the verification process is still required under the new system despite 
such Japanese resident status being evident, we would like to request that the relevant 
intermediaries not be required to verify the “nationality” of each investor in light of the 
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existing practice regarding domestic investment trusts, whereas the US QI system 
requires to identify US residents in case of a non CIV based investment in the US 
se
 
 

curities.  
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. The purview of Authorized Intermediary (AI) 

  The report issued by the OECD pilot group assumes that the authorized intermediary 
(AI) located nearest to the investors will maintain the information concerning the 
beneficial owner of income rather than being required to pass such information up the 
chain of other intermediaries.  On the other hand, the AI will be required to assume an 
important role in the negotiations with national authorities at source.  As far as the 
investment trusts business in Japan is concerned, those who are nearest to the investors 
are the securities companies or other intermediaries that sell the investment trusts to 
investors.  However, we would like to confirm that the securities companies or 
intermediaries will not necessarily be required to acquire AI status to continue their 
business relating to collective investments vehicles such as investment trusts under the 
new scheme if there is another appropriate entity to act as the AI. 
 
  Sincerely yours, 
 
 
Kiichiro Masui 
Vice Chairman 
Japan Securities Dealers Association 


